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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses whether critical thinking can be
taught in the college classroom. It argues that education in general
provides the tools for thinking, and therefore, improves the
capability for better thinking. The Alverno College faculty, as an
example, has improved student critical-thinking ability because the
faculty stresses explicitness, multiple opportunities to practice in
differing contexts, and the development of .tudent self-awareness and
self-assessment. Teaching students to focus on the elements of a
problem or to create a schematic or graphic representation are useful
first steps to learning how to think. Also, student participation,
teacher encouragement, and student-to-student interaction (active
practice, motivation, feedback) are positively related to critical
thinking. Courses in logic and laboratory procedures are not very
successful in teaching practical reasoning skills, whereas statistics
courses have been more useful by helping students to generalize.
Three elements of teaching are highlighted as contributing to the
improvement of thinking ability: (1) verbalizing methods and
strategies to encourage development of learning strategies; (2)
student discussion and interaction; and (3) explicit emphasis on
problem-solving procedures and methods using varied examples.
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Teaching Thinking in College

Everyone agrees that students learn in college, but
whether they learn to think is more controversial.
Part of the problems lies in defining thinking.

Thinking goes under a number of different names.
such as reasoning. critical thinking, problem solving.
and even creativity, depending on the discipline.
Even a simple learning task, such as reading a
textbook assignment. requires thinking. When
faculty members talk about teaching critical thinking,
problem solving, or reasoning, they typically refer to
teaching students to use their learning in new
situations to solve problems. reach decisions, or make
evaluations.. The kind of thinking depends on a
student's knowledge and such cognitive processes as
analysis, synthesis, and evaluation. The students also
rely on metacognitiontheir ability.to think about
and monitor their own thinking activities.

Can We Teach Thinking?

Some would argue that we can only give students the
knowledge necessary for thinkingthat the iwellec-
tual ability required for thinking is innate, not
teachable. Balke-Aurell (1982), however, has shown
that general intelligence improves as students gain
additional education. (Education also enhances
verbal intelligence, and education in such fields as
engineering and science enhances spatial and
mathematical ability.)

One Success Story
In teaching critical thinking throughout their college,
the Alvemo College faculty (Loacker, Cromwell.
Fey. & Rutherford, 1984) stress explicitness. multiple
opportunaies to practice in differing contexts, and
the development of student self-awareness and
self-assessment. Over four years of college, Alverno
students showed growth in critical-thinking abilities,
and personal development occurred, as demonstrated
both on locally developed measures and on Stewart's
.4nalysis f Argument (1977). the Watsor Glaser
Critical Thinking Appraisal (1980). and Kolb's
Learning Styles Inventory (1985).

Help for Novice Problem Solvers
The typical teacherteaching problem solving in a
discipline such as mathematicsmay assume that
the way to do it is to have students solve lots of
problems. While this is not an incorrect assumption.
teachers can probably do better by being more
explicit about the specific methods and strategies that
students can use. Working in thermodynamics.
Elshout (1987) has found that beginners need to go
through an orientation phase that involves bringing
order out of chaos, discovering uncovered ideas,
developing strategies. and avoiding jumping to
conclusions. These findings suggest that problem-
solving instruction for novices needs to differ from
instruttion for more experienced students. Learning
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how to represent a problem to themselves is a key
task for all problem solvers, particularly for beginners
as they try to tackle complex, confusing, or ill-
defined problems. Teaching students to focus on
describing the elements of a problem or to create a
schematic or graphic representation may be a useful
first step.

Talking the Problem Through
One of the critical elements in learning, retention, and
transfer of problem-solving sPills is verbalization.
Ahlum-Heather and Di Vesta (1986) showed in a
controlled experiment that students who explained
why they were taking a particular step as they
practiced solving problems improved their perform-
ance. For these students the verbalization process
was most helpful during the initial stages of learning.

Several programs designed to teach thinking skills
to children involve a component of active
discussion or dialogue as a way of giving student
practice in thinking and verbalizing their thoughts.
At the college level, Smith (1977) observed twelve
classrooms in different disciplines and found that
student participation. teacher encouragement, and
student-to-student interaction were positively related
to critical-thinking outcomes. These three elements
fit with other research arid theory emphasize the
importance of active practice. motivation, and
feedback in learning thinking skills as well as in
learning other skills. Further. experiments with
precollege and college students using measures of
thinking or problem solving found discussion to be
superior to lecture. And Fischer and Grant (1983)
showed that in small classes, as compared with large
ones, student responses showed greater use of
analysis. synthesis. and evaluationall important
indicators of critical thinking.

Do Logic Courses Teach Critical
Thinking?
Standard logic courses have not been very successful
in teaching practical reasoning skills that transfer to
settings outside those COW-SOS. In a study of student
development during logic courses. Chen& Holyoak.
Nisbett, and Oliver (1986) found that only when
abstract concepts were coupled with concrete
examples and illustrations were students able to apply
principles to new and different problems.

What About Statistics?
In contrast, training in statistics does help students
make inferences about everyday events that they
perceive to be subject to random variability. Even
brief experience in the law of large numberseither
through giving rules or exampleshelps students
generalize probably because they have intuitive ideas
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approximating the statistical abstraction (Fong. Krantz.
Nisbett. 1986; Nisbett, Krantz. Jepson, & Kunda.

1983).

What Can Laboratory Courses Add?
Many believe laboratory courses in the sciences teach
problem solving. Although laboratory courses are
effective in improving apparatus-handling skills or
visual-motor skills, they generally arc not very effective
in teaching scientific method or problem solving unless
those goals are especially emphasized. (Shulman &
Tamir, 1973; Bligh, Jacques. & Piper, 1980). For
example, in an inquiry-oriented physical science lab.
Lawrenz (1985) used small-group interaction during a
three-phase learning cycle of exploration. invention, and
application. And Reif. Larkin. and Brackett (1976) used
explanation, explicit training, and testing to teach
problem-solving skills successfully in physics. Whether
the laboratory is superior to the lecture-demonstration in
developing understanding and problem solving skills
probably depends on the extent to which understanding
concepts and general problem-solving procedures are
emphasized as opposed to "cookbook" methods.

What Are the important Principles?
Our own research at NCRIPTAL in psychology and
biology courses has shown that measures of thinking
are related to the degree to which students have
achieved an organized structure of concepts. At the
same time, at least three elements of teaching seem to
make a difference in student gains in thinking skills:

1. Verbalizing methods and strategies to encourage
development of learning strategies.

2. Student discussion and interaction.

3. Explicit emphasis on problem-solving pmcedures
and methods using varied examples.

Because productive thinking involves knowledge. it
seems likely that this kind of teaching may be most
effective in the context of subject matter courses. Our
current research is directed at identifying strategies
successful in teaching the distinctive and general skills
in thinking involved in biology. English. and social
science courses.

Suggested Reading
A number of scholars have applied current theories
of cognitive psychology to programs for teaching
thinking. Book-length programs have been developed
by competent cognitive psychologists--Baron and
Sternberg (1986); Bransford and Stein (1984); Halpern
(1984); Hayes (1981); Nickerson, Perkins. and Smith
(1985); Peters (1987); and Sternberg (1986).

Kathleen A. Hart
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